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Legal Disclaimer
Certain information included in this document contains forward-looking statements concerning Skylight Health Group (“the Company”). These include,
among others, statements with respect to the company's goals, objectives and the strategies to achieve these. The words “may”, “will”, “could”, “should”,
“suspect”, “outlook” “anticipate”, “forecast”, “objective”, and words similar are intended to identify forward-looking statements.
By their nature, forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, which give rise to the possibility that
forecasts, projections and other forward-looking statements will not be achieved. Certain assumptions are applied, and actual results may differ
materially. The Company cautions readers not to place undue reliance on these statements, as a number of important factor, many of which are beyond
the Company’s control, could cause actual results to differ materially.
Not-market-specific factors include but are not limited to risks relating to general business, economic, competitive, political, regulatory and social
uncertainties.
The foregoing list of factors that may affect future results is not exhaustive. When reviewing the Company’s forward-looking statements, readers should
carefully consider the foregoing factors and other uncertainties and potential events.
This document contains future-oriented financial information and financial outlook information (collectively, “FOFI”) about the Company’s prospective
results of operations, sales, revenues, funds flow, and components thereof, all of which are subject to the same assumptions, risk factors, limitations,
and qualifications as set forth in the above paragraphs. FOFI contained in this document was made as of the date of this document and was provided for
the purpose of providing further information about the Company’s future business operations.
The Company disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements or FOFI contained in document, whether as a
result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required pursuant to applicable law. Readers are cautioned that the forward-looking
statements or FOFI contained in this document should not be used for purposes other than for which it is disclosed herein.
All currencies unless otherwise mentioned are in $CAD.
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We are a rapidly growing US healthcare platform

9

32

100K+

Acquisitions in the
last 18 months

3

Key markets served
(CO, PA, FL)

Medical Centers

50+

Medical Professionals

Primary Care Lives

2.4k

Lives at Full Risk
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Investment Highlights
Strong growth organically and through acquisition across the United States
9 acquisitions in the last 18 months with an annualized revenue run rate of $70 million
Forecasted revenue run rate of $70M with break-even EBITDA by end of 2022
Strong operational foundation now in place to support organic growth conversion into
revenue at a much greater rate than cost
Trading at 0.5x 2022EV/Revenue with peers trading at 3-5x2022EV/Revenue
Experienced leadership and executive team in primary and value-based care
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Primary Care: Healthcare Spend Gatekeeper
$290 billion
Primary Care market

directly influences

$2 trillion
downstream healthcare
spend

Primary Care is a fast-growing focus for Insurance Payor's and the Government as U.S. healthcare spend
continues to rise
Approximately 40% of primary care practices operate independently without the resources to manage this
downstream spend

Solution: Reduce downstream costs by improving patient overall health upfront

This is Value-Based-Care.
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Primary Care Clinic Roadblocks
Independent Primary Care Practices are being forced into consolidation

Increased administration
and costs

Shrinking reimbursement rates
in the fee-for-service model

Increased network competition

Lack of new physicians owners

Shift into value-based-care is
costly & time consuming

Quality buyers are limited
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Skyligh Health is a white knight solution
for primary care practices.

Joining our national platform
provides access to capital,
technology, improved
contracting and participation
in value-based care programs

Health Systems &
Networks

Focus on higher acuity services
Value up front, limited growth

Private Equity &
Backed Buyers

Value tied up in private model
Non-operating partner

Skylight = True
Operating Partner

True Partner with MSO experience
4P's of alignment
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Skylight's platform drives local decision making
while leveraging National programs and teams
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Value-Based-Care

Capabilities and Resources Extended to Clinics
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Joint-Venture: Skylight Health &
Centene's Collaborative Health Systems
The primary goal of the partnership is to establish the core necessities of a VBC program:
joint efforts in payor contracting
taking on risk within Medicare Advantage
population health improvement, including data and analytics supporting care coordination
and quality improvement programs.
Expand Centene MA products at risk within existing markets and practices
Establish a CIN/IPA in each state to strengthen current contracting efforts
Determine a delegation strategy to improve on MLR/MRA
Establish ACO Reach for traditional Medicare
Establish a foundation to acquire practices looking to exit
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2023: Estimated Value Increase in Transitioning to Value-Based Care
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Historic Milestones
Our strategic progress towards full capitated risk
15 years
experience
running
primary care
clinics

Legacy
business goes
public on
Canadian Stock
Exchange
"SLHG"

2014

MVC
technologies
incorporates
Focuses on
tech enabled
healthcare

2019

Maverick
County Medical
& Primary Care
Medical join
SLHG

2019

2020

Skylight Health
Group emerges
from legacy
tech business

Doctors Center
joins SLHG

River City
Medical
Associations
joins SLHG

2021

Apex Medical
joins SLHG

2021

SLHG lists on
NASDAQ
Exchange

2021

2021

Rocky Mountain
Urgent Care &
Family Medicine
joins SLHG

Sale of all
legacy assets
to focus on
value-based
primary care

2021

Aspire Care
joins SLHG

2021

Neighbor MD
joins SLHG
SLHG enters
full risk

2022

JV with
Centene and
CHS

2022

Driving
positive
outcomes
with valuebased primary
care
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Organic Growth Projections
Assuming no additional acquistions

2022

2026

Total Patient Panel

65K

85k

Fee-For-Service

60K

55K

Traditional Medicare
(ACO Reach)

4K

17K

Medicare Advantage
(Full-Risk)

1.2K

13K

Platform Growth '22-'26

Projected Revenue
(in MM)

Projected EBITDA
(in MM)

Based on oraganic growth only assuming 5k new patients/year
FFS Revenue based on avg $200-400/year
Traditional Medicare revenue based on avg $1,000/year
Medicare Advantage revenue based on avg $12,000/year
2022

2026

2022

2026

Competitive Advantage
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Leadership Team
Pradyum Sekar, CEO & Co-Founder
More than 15 years experience in Canadian Healthcare in technology,
practice management and large multi-disciplinary health centers.
Kash Qureshi, CCO & Co-Founder
More than 20 years experience in Canadian Healthcare in technology,
wellness development, practice management and commercial banking.
Farooq Akhter, Interim Chief Financial Officer
More than 16 years of experience in senior leadership roles with public
companiesand large international conglomerates.
Dr. Kit Brekhus, Chief Medical Officer
More than 25 years of clinical experience Developed a health network
with more than 250,000 value based care lives.

Patrick McNamee, Chairman of the Board
Deep-rooted healthcare executive including as former COO of Express
Scripts where he led organic and M&A revenue growth from $3B to $120B
and former CEO at Health Insurance Innovations.
Grace Mellis, Independent Director
Decade-long career at JP Morgan Chase as MD and Head of Int’l Strategy
and deep financial and capital markets experience including as CFO of
NASDAQ-listed Greendot Corp (U.S. $3.1B market capitalization).
Peter Cummins, Independent Director
Former Johnson & Johnson Executive with leadership roles in research &
development, innovation and regulatory affairs globally.
Norton Singhavon, Independent Director
Former founder and partner of Doventi Capital with extensive experience
in capital markets, M&A activity and consolidation.
Tom Brogan, Independent Director
Former founder of Brogan Consulting – now IQVIA (NYSE:IQV) – now a
$11B global healthcare technology and research firm.
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Financial Snapshot
Market Capitilization
$30M
52 Week High/Low
$4.33 / $0.50
Basic Shares Outstanding
39.5
Warrants Outstanding ($1.30 avg. price)
7.46M
Fully Diluted
49.57M

Equity Research Coverage
Northland Capital
Lake Street Capital
Echelon Capital Markets
Raymond James
Beacon Securities
Institutions
5%

US $9.00
US $8.00
$3.00
$3.25
$7.00

Management/ Insiders
11%

PE/ VC Firms
13%

Public
71%

Thank you
investors@skylighthealthgroup.com
www.skylighthealthgroup.com
TSXV:SLHG

